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COURSE OVERVIEW !
Section 1: Introduction     
Section 2: Marketing Guide 
Section 3: Consultation 
Section 4: Preparation 
Section 5: Installation 
Section 6: Cutting and Blending 
Section 7: Aftercare and Maintenance  
Section 8: Removal and Re-application  
Section 9: Product Guide  !!
Preparation Time: 10-15 minutes 
Full Application Time: 40-60 minutes !
Tools Needed: 
- Glam Box Starter Kit 
- Clips 
- Hair Scissors or Razor !!!
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Section 1  
INTRODUCTION: Seamless “tape-in” hair extensions are the secret to long lasting hair extensions that are 
natural, durable, and time saving. Our extensions are extremely flat and durable, conform to the shape of the 
head, and are comfortable to wear. They cause no adhesive residue or damage to your clients’ hair! These 
extensions take less than an hour to apply. Glam Seamless hair extensions last up to 12 weeks and are re-useable 
for up to 3 re-applications. Seamless hair extensions are pre-taped so you don't have to do the work and are 
made from the highest quality 100% remy human hair. No additional adhesives on the scalp, no weaving, no 
braiding, no clips, no chemicals, no messy removal. They are easy to apply, maintain, and remove. The seamless 
method allows you to be a creative artist! You can dramatically change a client’s look by adding in faux 
highlights, giving them an ombre without ever coloring their hair, and adding dramatic volume and length all 
within an hour! This method will revolutionize your salon and increase sales while decreasing time spent at 
work. Welcome to the seamless world; the secret is seamless. 
Our educator Jessica will give you all the tools you need to perform the Tape-In Hair Extension method with 
our online education course. You will learn three different methods so you can decide which one suits you and 
your clients’ hair. You will learn the following: 
!
• How to market and attract customers 
• How to perform a consultation 
• Three different methods to apply our seamless extensions 
• How to cut and blend the hair extensions 
• How to care for seamless extensions  
• How to remove the hair extensions 
• How to perform a reapplication 
• Creative ideas for styling the hair, blending colors, creating new looks 
!
Section 2  
MARKETING: The seamless “tape-in” method is the most requested in salons across the world. It is known for 
its easy maintenance, speedy application, and durability. Most women love the idea of having more hair, but 
most other hair extension methods damage hair, so they are scared to try extensions. However, Glam Seamless 
hair is 100% natural and non-damaging, not to mention your clients can still wash their hair as often as they 
would like, get regular blow-outs, cuts, and styles all with the extensions in. All you have to do is tell your 
client about this new method and educate them on the natural and simple method that lasts. This is especially 
perfect for brides: 24/7 hair! They can go from wedding to honeymoon all with a full head of hair! Prom season, 
homecoming, wedding season! This method will be requested all year long. Another great time is summer, 
having this lightweight hair in allows your clients to enjoy vacation, swim, and relax, all while having a 
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beautiful full head of hair. This quick method allows you to get clients in and out, and increase your revenue 
while decreasing the hours worked!  !
Section 3 
CONSULTATION: This is where the fun begins! Your client is in the chair and ready to prepare for the 
appointment. Determining the length, color, and hair amount is very important. You will start by determining 
the client’s hair density. You want to determine how much hair in on their head so that you can determine how 
many packs they will need for a full application. If you client has a fine amount of hair they will need about 40 
pieces. If your client has a medium amount of hair they will need 40-60 pieces of hair. If your client has thick 
hair they will need 60-80 pieces of hair.  
Next you will want to use our color ring to determine the best color match for the client. Keep in mind that it 
can be 1-2 shades off, as it will all blend perfectly once installed. Our color ring has 36 colors. We keep 14 
colors in stock. If you client needs a color that we do not carry you will need to do a custom order, which takes 
2-3 weeks to complete. If your client wants an ombre or highlights we can do that, too. Just match the colors 
from the color ring and place your custom order with us. Prepare and plan – the custom hair is gorgeous and 
worth the wait. Once you have determined the amount of hair, the length desired, and color, you are ready to set 
your appointment to apply the hair.  !
Section 4 
PREPARATION: The client’s hair will need to be clean and free of any products – especially oil. The hair 
should be washed thoroughly with clarifying shampoo, especially at the roots where the hair will be applied. 
Then when conditioning the hair, stay away from the scalp area. This is to ensure the seamless bond will last a 
longer time. Once the hair is washed and dry you are ready to install the hair. You will want to section the hair 
into 3 sections. You will start from the nape and work your way up the back before moving to the sides.  In less 
than 1 hour your client will have a full head of hair! 
!
Section 5 
INSTALLATION 
Before Installation: Make sure client’s hair is dry, clean and free from any products, especially oils. 
Installation: 
1. Part the client’s hair into three sections, clipping up the top sections. You can do a T-
shape if you prefer, or you can leave out the bottom section unclipped and part the top of the 
head into three sections. This is your working preference as the artist. There will be NO 
extensions installed on the crown of the head, so you can section that off if you prefer. The 
biggest section will be the back of the hair.  
2. You will install the seamless wefts from the nape of the neck and work your way up. Be 
sure to leave at least 2 inches down at the nape, you do not want the extensions to show 
when they put their hair up. Begin with the first 2 inches sectioned off. 
3. Using the quick parter, take a very thin section of the client’s hair – about the amount of 
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hair as the extension itself. Remove one Glam Seamless extension weft. Place the weft underneath the parted 
hair (facing up) that you are now holding, about a ¼ inch away from scalp. While holding onto the weft facing 
up, place clients thinly sectioned hair down onto the sticky tape weft, and allow the tape weft to grab the hair. 
Make sure the client’s hair is going ALL the same way so it doesn't get tangled! Also be sure NOT to place 
directly on the scalp-this will cause irritation and your client will not be happy.  
4. Remove the second extension weft. Place it directly on top of the bottom extension. This will sandwich the 
natural hair between the wefts. While “sandwiching” the hair be sure to line both seamless wefts together 
perfectly.  
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 and move up the back of the head to complete the entire back section first. The weft 
“sandwiches” need to be close, but not overlapping! This again will cause discomfort. Apply the seamless bonds 
side by side, but leave space (about 1/2 inch) along the hair line and above the ears. Do not install above the 
crown of the head. 
For thick haired clients, apply the seamless wefts on every single row of hair for the best blend. For a medium 
hair application, apply the wefts every other row. For a thin hair application, install wefts every two rows.  
6. Once the back is complete, work on the sides of the head. For the side you will want to install the hair row 
after row. However, leave about 1/2 inch of hair near the facial hairline so your client can wear her hair up 
without the wefts showing! Do not over-apply hair on the sides, just about 2-3 rows on each side. Some clients 
with medium length hair or long hair may not need application on the sides! Complete the back and see how it 
looks; if it all blends and the client likes it, leave the sides out. For those with shorter hair, the sides will need 
seamless wefts. Just be sure to blend and be meticulous at this stage, as your client wants to be confident and 
make sure her hair will not show when wearing her hair back! Pull the hair over to test your perimeter space 
before you apply to make sure her hair will cover the seamless wefts on the side!  
!!
Section 6 
THE BLEND 
Make sure the look is even, full, and complete. Now you will want to blend and connect it all together.  You can use any 
of your cutting tools; this is up to you as an artist. Ask the client her desired length, connect the layers, give them a 
beautiful face frame, and then finally polish the look by blending it all so it looks natural and even. Be sure not to cut too 
much – they are extensions after all!  !
Section 7 
AFTERCARE 
Once installed properly, your client will be very happy and should not have ANY discomfort! Be sure to double 
check that everything feels ok. Pull all of the hair up and down to make sure nothing is stuck or hurting the 
client. As long as you didn't place any weft too close and they are evenly spaced, it should be perfect! It is very 
important that you educate your clients how to care for the hair and the hair extensions so they last. Give them 
the instruction paper that comes with every order. Your client should not wash or wet the adhesives on the 
extensions for 2-3 days after installation. Clients should also use the hair extension brush to keep the extensions 
from matting. We also advise using sulfate-free shampoo and conditioner, and stay away from extra-
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moisturizing products at the root area. If using a hair mask or deep conditioning treatment, be sure not to allow 
the conditioner to sit on the bonds.  
You will need to touch ups every 6-8 weeks. If you clients hair grows fast you will need to touch up the hair 
extensions more frequently. Our Seamless Tape-In Extensions may be reused 1 to 2 times. To reuse, use the 
Organic Coconut Oil Remover to clean off adhesive residue. Remove the oils with a clarifying shampoo, wash 
and dry.  Then apply replacement tape on the wefts and re-apply as normal. You can color the hair extensions 
with semi-permanent hair color; and wash, blow dry and style everyday without slippage. 
!
Section 8 
REMOVAL & RE-APPLICATION  
1. Start at the nape of the neck to begin removing the 

hair.  
2. You will want to work your way up from the nape to 

remove.  
3. Apply the Organic Coconut Oil Remover to the bonds 

and wait for about 30 seconds. 
4. With both hands, gently pull the adhesive strips apart 

and slide them out of the hair. 
5. Repeat steps while working up the back of the head 

and on the sides until every weft is removed. 
6. Too re-apply, completely clean off the oil by washing 

with clarifying shampoo and dry completely. 
7. Apply new tape and install the seamless extensions as 

usual. 
!!!!!!!

Section 9:  
Product Guide: It is 
important that you have a 
starter kit before you 
begin education so you 
have all the tools 
necessary to practice and 
apply our seamless 
extensions.  You will need 
replacement tape, quick 
pick parters, hair clips, 
organic coconut remover, 
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shampoo and conditioner as well as a hair extension brush.  !
We offer three different collections: 
• Regular Remy Seamless: 20 pieces per pack. Regular remy human hair. 
• Extra Virgin Seamless: 40 pieces per pack. Double drawn, 5 star human hair.  
• Wavy Seamless: 40 pieces per pack. 5 star virgin human hair.  !
Custom orders: 
We are known for our custom colors. We can do any length in 12-30 inches in any of our 36 colors. We also can 
do ombre, highlights, and any color combination in wavy or straight. Custom orders take 4 weeks to complete.  !

IMPORTANT ADVICE 
Do not install extensions if:  
• Client’s hair is too thin. 
• Client has had recent hair loss, especially if related to an illness. 
• You can see the client’s scalp. 
• Hair is not strong or thick enough to hold the tape bonds.  
• The scalp is extremely oily. !!!


